Banking Solutions

Realiti:
Real-time Intraday Control
Overcome intraday
liquidity challenges
As the regulatory environment pushes
toward stricter compliance, intraday
liquidity has progressively become a
higher priority for banks. Despite the

Manage all your intraday activity
Realiti® is a suite of modules that provide banks like yours
with the real-time insight and analytics you need. You gain
greater visibility and control, so you can oversee all of your
intraday activity and guidance for maintaining compliance
with current and emerging regulatory requirements.

evolving challenges to monitor external
account activity, compare it to predicted
activity, and then manage any
discrepancies and risks that might arise,
many banks are still unprepared. If
real-time intraday control is such a
crucial topic, then why have so few
firms managed to get there? Primarily,
because it’s difficult—and traditional IT
approaches have failed.

■ Experience real-time insight, control of
intraday activity, and improved regulatory
compliance with Realiti.

Leverage industry-specific functionality
Realiti combines the deep knowledge of the financial industry, intraday experts, and an innovative technical
platform in one modern solution. Realiti is designed and architected to continually process very high data
volumes and still deliver the real-time insight demanded by the various user communities across your
organization. Realiti solutions are visible in the marketplace and in use by progressive firms across the financial
services industry.

Realiti provides banks with
key functionality like:
■

Business configuration—Summarize and
aggregate data to reflect your business model
with drill-down to transaction detail.

■

Graphical insight—Create extensive charting
across selected timeframes, including intraday
at a minute-by-minute level.

■

Approvals workflow—Support “four-eyes”
control and audit for your critical changes
to data.

■

■

Industry standard—Accelerate your
implementation and minimize risk by using
industry standard message formats, such
as SWIFT.

Sophisticated security—Keep your
organization secure with wide-ranging user
security at both functional and data level with
role profiling.

■

Alerting—Improve your processes with
real-time alerting based on business-specific
monitors—where alerts can be emailed to you
or delivered to your dashboard.

■

Data export—Empower your users with
deeper analysis and data sharing thanks to
Realiti’s export capability for charts,
summarized data, and detailed transactions.

■

■

Grid views—Display your relevant balances
and transactions in spreadsheet-style grids.
Regulatory reporting—Support intraday
compliance with templates provided for
your published regulatory reports that are
continually updated to reflect global
regulatory changes.
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What’s included?
Realiti uses innovative new technologies to address real-time intraday data challenges. Leveraging standard
banking industry messaging platforms and networks, it captures the information provided in structured messages
to build a picture of every settlement account balance, every minute of every day—providing visibility across both
direct clearing accounts and correspondent bank nostros. You get the tools you need to deliver full control over
intraday cash and liquidity management.

The Realiti suite
Realiti’s core platform runs on an engine that
consumes and intelligently transforms transactional
messages from external account providers in real
time—via existing financial industry infrastructures—and
internal systems across the front, middle, and back
offices. This helps ensure your financial institution has
accurate, up-to-date data for analysis, with features
that support:
Intraday liquidity management—Provides
comprehensive visibility of your firm’s settlement
activity across all its direct and indirect accounts–
where balances, turnover, and transactions are stored,
aggregated, and analyzed every minute of every day
to give real-time intraday insight, including:
■

External intraday advice

■

EOD statements

■

Alerting monitors

Regulatory reporting—Supports compliance with
global regulatory monitoring and reporting guidelines
and regimes related to intraday activity–and it’s
regularly refreshed to keep pace with evolving
regulator demands across the world, including:
■

BCBS248

■

UK PRA intraday regime

■

Extended for new requirements as released
by regulators
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Funding and forecasting—Captures cash flow
projections from your firm’s internal systems and
delivers detailed analytics and forecasts of end-of-day
projections for all accounts–and when used in
conjunction with Intraday Liquidity Management,
you get a single view of:
■

Activity based on projections

■

Real-time, accurate forecasting

■

Manual adjustments as needed

Payment monitoring—Delivers insight to your firm into
the lifecycle of outgoing payments, where your users
can see the volume and value of payments at each
stage of the payment cycle and are alerted to issues,
so they can proactively address them and ensure
transactions are processed smoothly. Payment
monitoring benefits include:
■

Insight into payment cycle performance

■

Integration with payment systems

■

Visibility into each stage of payment cycle
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Manage intraday liquidity in real time
Realiti uses existing messages flowing around the financial system, which means you get the tools you need
without having to worry about integration to other operational systems. With Realiti, you can manage your
intraday liquidity positions in real time and comply with the BCBS248 monitoring regime.

Solve the intraday challenge
■

Get a proven application and platform that has
evolved to address challenges associated
with correspondent banking and the different
ways that agents implement data exchange.

■

Build a scalable journey with modular and
flexible intraday control solutions, enabling
you to decide which modules to take
and when.

■

Deliver value in a matter of weeks with
accelerated deployment that has a minimal
impact on your IT infrastructure and
business operations.

Learn more about Infor Banking and
Realiti Intraday Control ›
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